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vv.7-10
Through your unique, personal ministry, the abundance of all that Christ offers is proliferated throughout the universe.

11 It was he who gave some apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, 12 to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up 13 until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ. 

14 Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and there by every wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness of men in their deceitful scheming. 15 Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ. 16 From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.

Introduction
Understand the Goal 
    If you’ve been here for this study of Ephesians, you know we are right in the heart of what I think is the greatest passage in all the Bible on the inner workings of the Church.  This passage shows us what makes the Church tick, and exactly what God’s design for the Church is.  We stopped last week in mid-sermon.   There is just no good place for a break in vv.11-16.  I can see why Paul made it all one, gigantic sentence, because there just is no place for a period.  It’s just one, massive, profound, beautiful, complex thought.  I want to relish every minute of this, because this is where we learn what we are supposed to be as a church.  It gives us our goal. The sentence is absolutely dominated by indications of purpose.  If you count up all the words that mean “in order that” or “for the purpose of” or “resulting in” you find 9 of them.  Nine statements about purpose in a single sentence.  The Lord wants us to know how intentional He is in assembling His Church.
When you look at a machine, no matter how complex, you assume every piece has a purpose (even if you can’t imagine what that purpose could be).  When General Motors designs a new car engine, they don’t get it all built and then say, “It looks like it could use a few more parts” and then just bolt on some random pieces of metal.  That’s the way God’s Church is.  Every person, every ministry, every stage of growth, every event, every interaction…  - it all has a specific purpose.  So if one gear stops turning it has a crippling effect on the entire Church.  And not only is everything working toward an ultimate, single purpose, but it’s crucial that you know what that purpose is.  I know it’s important because it’s repeated about 10 times in 10 different ways in this one sentence.  When you all put your time and effort and energy into ministry in the church, when money is given in the offering and then spent by the church, when we get together in our leadership meetings to make decisions - all those things have a specific goal – there is a reason why we do all that.  Every decision we make, from what are the standards for eldership to whether to serve Cool Aid or iced tea at a fellowship meal – every decision has as its ultimate goal the proliferation of the fullness of Christ throughout the universe.  
Our goal is not to get as big as possible.  If it were, we would be making very different decisions than the ones we are making.  Our goal is not to have the biggest possible impact on our community (although that might be one element of our effort).  Our goal is not to provide the best social environment for our people.  Our goal isn’t even to win the greatest possible number of converts (although that’s definitely an aspect of it).  Our ultimate goal is spiritual maturity as a church.

12 so that the body of Christ may be built up 
13 until we all … become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the mature stature of the fullness of Christ. 
14 Then we will no longer be infants
15 we will in all things grow up
16 the whole body… grows and builds itself up 

I don’t know how all that strikes you.  If you’re like me, especially when you see the end of v.13 about attaining the whole measure of the fullness of Christ, you probably have wondered if this is something that we only reach in heaven.  I’ve always seen this passage and thought, “We can make progress in this life toward this goal, but the final maturity that is described won’t happen until Christ comes back and we are all perfected.”  But is that really true? Is this passage describing an impossible ideal that can’t be reached this side of heaven?  Look at v.14.  Once we reach the final goal of attaining the whole measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ in v.13, the result of that is in v.14.

14 Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and there by every wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness of men in their deceitful scheming.

That’s not talking about heaven.  When we are in heaven, we aren’t going to have to stand firm against false teachers and be discerning lest we be led astray.  There are no false teachers in heaven.  Paul is describing a level of maturity that is attainable in this life.  So the Lord’s greatest desire for the Church is that we reach maturity in this life.  
If Jesus wrote a letter to Creekside today like He did to the 7 churches in Rev.2,3, He would critique us based on our level of maturity.  That’s what He’s looking for.  And so we must never loose sight of that.  Much of evangelicalism has.  In the seeker movement they seem to think the greatest goal is adding the greatest possible number of new converts, and maturity is just an afterthought (if that).  If you say that to them they will say, “No, we are as committed as can be to bringing the church to maturity – that’s why we have our serious Bible teaching time on Wednesday nights.”
You can tell what a church’s highest commitment is by what they do on Sunday mornings (when the largest number of people are there).  And whenever a church relegates maturity to some obscure meeting that half the people don’t even attend, that sends a message about how important it is.  Churches that do that end up being perpetually immature – which is tragic.  It’s always such a sad thing when anything fails to reach maturity.  God designed things to be as they should be when they reach their full development.  And when they get stuck in the development process, it’s sad.
If you pick a strawberry or some other piece of fruit before it is ripe, it will be sour – you’ll spit it out of your mouth.  Jesus once killed a tree for not having any fruit on it during the season when the fruit should have reached maturity.  When you hear about a person who has some kind of brain injury or defect, and never progresses beyond the level of a 6 month old even as an adult…  - you hear about that and it breaks your heart.  Even if it’s not that dramatic – say your kid’s teacher calls you in and says, “Your child is 2 years below grade level” we go into a panic.  
Meanwhile we’ll attend a church even if it’s 50 years below grade level and won’t think anything of it.  Everything that grows is at it’s best and fulfills its purpose when it reaches maturity, and if that’s true of anything it’s true of the Church.  A 40-year-old with the mental development of an infant is not as tragic or heartbreaking as a church that never reaches maturity.

Heb 5:11-14
We have much to say about this, but it is hard to explain because you are slow to learn. 12 In fact, though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you the elementary truths of God's word all over again. You need milk, not solid food! 13 Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant, is not acquainted with the teaching about righteousness. 14 But solid food is for the mature, who by constant use have trained themselves to distinguish good from evil. 

I don’t know how many months or years these people had been believers, but however long it was should have brought them to a level of maturity in which they could be teachers.  That’s not to say he expected them to all have the gift of teacher, or to all be good at public speaking.  But they should have reached a level of spiritual maturity and knowledge and discernment that would make them fit to be teachers.  There are many churches today were they aren’t even giving the people milk – Scripture isn’t even being taught in a shallow way.  Evidently even milk is too advanced for them, so they are getting whatever comes through the umbilical cord.  They just figure, “If we can just get unbelievers to come in the doors, and we talk about some basic morals and tips on how to have a smooth life, maybe they will pick up spiritual nourishment through osmosis – just by being in the building.”  That passage in Heb.5 appears in the midst of a very detailed discussion of the Melchizedekian priesthood.   If you are in a church where they would never dream of doing an extended series of Sunday morning sermons on the priesthood of Melchizedek, and the church is more than a couple years old, you know you are in a church that is retarded in their spiritual development.  God’s purpose for the church is that we reach maturity.  That’s the goal of everything we do.  The other critical thing to understand is how that goal is reached.

The Means of Reaching the Goal 
We learned in 1:23 that the Church is the fullness of God, which means we are the means by which God bestows His abundance.  We are the proliferators of God’s abundance – the overflow of His good gifts.  And this passage explains exactly how we do that.  At the very foundation, it all starts with the ministry of the Word.

11 It was he who gave some apostles, some prophets (those two groups gave us the New Testament Scriptures), some evangelists, and some shepherds and teachers

He gave us the NT through the Apostles and Prophets, and the NT is proclaimed by the evangelists, and explained, taught, and applied by the shepherds and teachers.  So at the very beginning it all starts with the Word.  He gave us men to reveal and write down the Word, men to proclaim the Word, and men to explain and apply the Word.  Just that by itself is a revolutionary thought for a lot of people.  So many today seem to think that the Word is so advanced, you save that for later on in the process.  You start with sermons that are all about your own spiritual quest…  Or your really funny trip to the Ozarks last summer…  Or some clever ideas you read in a book recently…  Or some emotionally gripping clip from a movie...  Or some 2nd grade level moral lesson acted out in a skit by the drama team…  Or a sermon about people’s felt needs…  And after several years of that, maybe they will somehow get saved and decide they want to go to the in-depth Wednesday night Bible study…  (Which ends up being pretty shallow itself, because after all the time it takes to put together all the video clips for Sunday morning, there aren’t very many hours left for serious exegesis.)
In God’s design, step one, at the very outset, is the proclamation and teaching of God’s Word.  So the summary of v.11 is, “God gave the Church the ministry of the Word in the form of gifted men.”  And that starts off a chain reaction that can only be stopped if something stops it before stage 2.  Once the chain reaction gets past stage 2 – look out, because it goes all the way to the climax in v.13.


Stage 1: Equipping the Saints

to prepare God's people (lit. the saints)  Once the saints are prepared or equipped for ministry, we get to stage 2:

Stage 2: The Work of Ministry

for (eis) works of service

Once the saints are all equipped by the teaching of the Word of God, and they are out doing their ministries, there is no stopping the rest of the chain reaction.

12…to equip the saints for the work of service so that the body of Christ may be built up 

Stage 3: Building Up the Body
Once the body is functioning as it should be, it begins to grow and develop toward maturity.  And that spiritual growth keeps going until stage 4.

Stage 4: Unity

12…to equip the saints for the work of service so that the body of Christ may be built up 13 until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God

As we mature as a church, more and more you find that we think the same way about doctrine…  And more and more we find that we have had the same kinds of experiences in our relationship with Jesus Christ.  It’s interesting that he use the plural “infants” and in v.13 he used the singular “mature male.”  When we are mature, the metaphor is singular, because the Church is unified.  But the metaphor to describe the immature Church is plural – we are the collected chaos of a building full of babies.  And so we become more and more unified, which automatically brings us to stage 5.

Stage 5: A Mature Man
The literal translation of v.13 the Body is built up 13 until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God, resulting in a mature male.  The church becomes like a man – strong, powerful, steadfast.  If you have been influenced by the extremes of feminism, and are a man-hater, because you can’t see past the twisted perversions of masculinity that you may have experienced in your life…  That’s too bad, because masculinity, as God designed it, is a wonderful thing.
And here we see it’s one of God’s purposes for the Church.  God has called us to some hard things, and He wants us, as a church, to act like men in facing those.  We need to be courageous and strong.  And once we get to that point, the result is the final stage.

Stage 6: The Measure of the Stature of the Fullness of Christ.

13 Lit. …resulting in the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ.

This is the grandest way to refer to maturity.  It gathers in every aspect of everything that can be said about maturity.  “Measure of stature” refers to that point that a person reaches when he is full-grown.  And so the Church is full-grown when they reach that point, which is measured according to the fullness of Christ.  The main idea is maturity, but it’s important that we measure that according to the fullness of Christ (the abundance of what Christ offers).  

We often measure maturity by other things, like…
	having a stable budget, so you’re not struggling to pay the bills, missing paychecks for the pastor
	having a lot of highly experienced big shots on the elder board who are well-known in the community
	having stability in the community (your own building)
	being a fixture in the community that everyone knows about\
	having a large enough church to where you have a program for every conceivable aspect of people’s lives.


Many of those things can be very good things if used for the right purpose, but they aren’t the kind of thing the Lord is referring to here as marks of maturity.  The measure of maturity is the fullness of Christ.  Things like humility and purity and holiness and patience and perseverance and selfless love.  If there is a 6-month old church with an 18-year-old pastor meeting in a tent that they can barely scrape enough money to rent each week…  And there’s no children’s ministry, and they have to sing acapella…  And down the street is “First Church of Whatever,” established over 100 years ago with a building that is a landmark in the community with a multi-million dollar budget…  If the first church is marked by unity in the faith and the Son of God, and the second one is marked by pride and selfishness and shallow doctrine…  Then the first one is the mature one, and the second one is the baby.   The point of the end of v.13 is that maturity is measured according to the standard of the fullness of Christ.  
At the beginning of the sermon I told you that if Jesus wrote us a letter He would critique us based on our level of maturity.  If a church simply follows the process in this text (the ministers of the Word equipping the saints, and the saints doing their various ministries), the result will be maturity, and all of the things Christ condemns in various churches will disappear.  Think of the things Jesus rebuked the churches in Asia about:  Ephesus: Rebuked for losing their first love.  The main emphasis is on the word first. They were doing wonderful things as a church, but were not at the level where they used to be.  That’s why Jesus says do the things you did at first. (Rev.2:5)  
If the people in that church had all been equipped and busy at their ministries, the church would have grown and developed and progressed, rather than regressing.  The other things the Lord rebukes the churches for are toleration of false teaching, self-sufficiency, and spiritual deadness.  But if they had just followed the prescription of Eph.4, they would have had the discernment not to tolerate false teachers, would have been dependent on God’s Word rather than being self-sufficient, and they would have been growing rather than dying.  So a church that follows the simple steps of Eph.4 (teachers use the Word to equip the saints, and the saints faithfully carry out all their individual ministries), that church receives no rebuke from the Lord.  
On the other hand, think of the things Jesus praised the churches for:  Perseverance, refusal to tolerate false teachers, testing those who claim to be apostles but are not, and finding them false, endurance of hardships without growing weary, being rich in faith while facing financial poverty, steadfastness in persecution, love, faith, service, spiritual progress, discernment. That’s the whole list.  And every one of those things is a result of the spiritual maturity described in Eph.4.  
Everything the Lord wants from a church will come if we follow this chapter.  And everything the Lord despises in a church will be avoided if we just follow the two steps in Eph.4.  It’s important to understand that immaturity in a church is not a harmless, minor problem that will disappear over time if we are just patient.  It is a highly dangerous situation that makes us vulnerable to disaster.  In v.14 we get a picture of what an immature church looks like.

A Portrait of Immaturity

14 Then (lit. in order that) 


It seems to me that this phrase “in order that” refers not just to the preceding phrase, but to the entire first half of the sentence.  Everything we’ve talked about thus far is for the purpose of what follows in v.14.  The Lord set in motion the chain reaction in order to get us to maturity, and the reason for that is that.

Like Infants

we will no longer be infants, 

This word can refer to infants or children.  The first person indicates that he’s talking about the Church rather than individuals.  This is how Paul sees the church at his time – immature babies.  Even though he describes the Church in such exalted terms, and refers to the people as saints and holy ones…  Still, Paul thought of the early church as a group of people who needed a lot of work.  They needed to be katarized, equipped and taught, so they could stop being such babies and grow up.  That word no longer says a lot.  It tells us that the natural condition of a church is immaturity.  Churches are like people. They are not born full-grown.  Unless a church is very intentional about going through the process of Eph.4, that church will be immature and displeasing to God.  And I don’t have to do a study in sociology to give you a description of what an immature church looks like – because Paul gave us all the picture we need in this metaphor.  An immature church is like a baby.  That’s a rich image.  Children are indecisive, easily distracted from their task, gullible and vulnerable.  My kids are always getting all exited about the huge prize they’ve won in some spam email.  And they are astonished at the seemingly miraculous products you can get from those infomercials.  Children are focused on the temporal and can’t see the big picture or the long term.  Esau sold his birthright for a pot of stew. A typical child would sell his birthright for a piece of gum.  Deferred gratification is never their choice.  They will always choose a tiny benefit now over a huge benefit tomorrow.  They can’t appreciate anything they can’t see.  They are focused on self. The world revolves around them.  Amusement is more important to them than anything else.
I was walking home from the park with Josiah the other day and he said, “Dad, when I get home I’m going to quick eat supper – any supper – and then go right back to the park.  Even if it’s a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. That’s how important fun is to me.”  I don’t say that to ridicule my son in any way. He’s 8 years old. God designed children to want to play.  That’s a good thing – if you’re a child.  But not for an adult.  Probably the aspect of childishness that is highlighted most in this passage is the fact that  babies lack discernment.  A baby will put absolutely anything in his mouth – lint, dirt, fuzz, garbage, a paper clip, a tack…  A woman told me the other day about her terrible fear of spiders, and one day she looked at her baby and 8 little legs were sticking out from his lips.  So she had to retrieve a live spider from her baby’s mouth.That’s what baby churches are like. 
It always scares me when a radio listener calls up and says, “I love to listen to…” and list some heretic.  If Paul thought the Church of his day was immature, I wonder what he would think of evangelicalism in the United States today.  Anything that gets put on the radio or published in a Christian book – no matter how worthless or poisonous, if they just sprinkle enough sugar on it, the evangelical community will gobble it up.  A preacher can be a complete heretic, but if he’s funny, and engaging and easy to listen to…  And if he makes some good points from time to time, and seems to have good common sense, the Church just swallows his teaching, hook, line and sinker.  And if you doubt that, just take a trip to the Christian book store and look at the display rack with the ten best sellers for the week.  I checked the list on the internet this week.  The entire list was dominated by books by Rick Warren, John Eldredge, Bruce Wilkinson, Tim LaHaye & Jerry Jenkins and John Hagee.  Just so you know, those men are not the great expositors and exegetes of our time.  
The left behind books are fiction with a capital F.  In the book, The Dream Giver, Bruce Wilkinson has managed to do an even worse job at interpreting the OT than he did in the Prayer of Jabez.  Rick Warren has some great things in his book, but it’s almost all human wisdom. His handling of Scripture is horrendous.   John Eldredge had two books on the list. I’ve not read “Waking the Dead,” but I can tell you “Wild at Heart” is absolute garbage.  (My review of that book is in the MSS)  And John Hagee teaches there are two gospels – one for Jews and another one for Gentiles.  But Scripture says if someone comes to you preaching any other gospel, let him be damned to hell – even if it’s an angel from heaven. (Gal.1:9)  Of all the incredibly wonderful things that are being written by brilliant men of God who have deep insight, these are the things the church buys in mass.  I see those spider legs sticking out of the mouth of the church and it makes me want to cry.  The discernment level of the church in our culture is absolutely in the tank.  (I will say that John Piper’s book about the Passion was on the list, so not everything was garbage. I guess if you leave a piece of broccoli laying around on the floor the baby may even put that in its mouth thinking it’s a toy or something.)  If the child metaphor isn’t vivid enough for you, Paul gives another metaphor. 

Worked Over By the Decievers

tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and there by every wind of teaching 

That describes a theologically unstable church.  Influenced and manipulated by every fad and anything that comes out of the mouth of someone who says some correct things.  Churches that lack discernment are tossed everywhere by every wave that comes along.  If you ask them what they believe, it’s whatever they heard last.  If you ask them what they are passionate about, it’s whatever the latest Christian fad is.  “What are you passionate about? What really drives you in ministry?”  “What drives me? Jabez!”  It’s gotten so bad that when the evangelical pastors of Boulder County get together in their ministerial association, and some trouble maker suggests that we draw up a simple, basic statement of the Gospel that we can all agree on, they become angry at the idea.  The Church today is hostile against the very concept of discernment.  And the result is we are blown all over the place by the constantly changing winds of doctrine.  The winds of doctrine were bad in Paul’s day, today it’s like a hurricane. 

and by the cunning and craftiness of men

This is the generic word for men, meaning “humans” or “mankind.”   That’s the fundamental difference between sound teachers and bad teachers. The source of the former is divine and the source of the latter is human.  If you ever find yourself in a church where the sermons are mostly the pastor’s clever ideas with Bible verses used as support…  (Rather than the ideas themselves coming out of the verses)…  Run for your life.  
What we need is God’s Word, not man’s ideas.  

 in their deceitful scheming. 

This verse really goes overboard in highlighting the cunning of these men.  The word cunning has to do with scamming people – defrauding them or tricking them by some kind of cheating or slight of hand.  The word craftiness highlights the idea of cleverness – making arguments that are specious – that really sound wise.  The phrase translated deceitful scheming is literally “the scheming of error.”  The word scheming is meqodei,a (methodeia) – we get our word “method” from it.  It refers to a planned out deception.  
And the other word (translated “deceitful”) is planh (plana).  We get our word “planet” from it.  It means “to wander” (the planets seem to be stars that wander in relationship to the other stars).  The idea is of that which causes someone to wander off the path and go into error.  That’s really a lot of words to describe one idea in one verse.  
There are influences out there that are very, very cunning.  They are driven by the serpent, who was the craftiest of all that God created, and who is the father of lies.  They are incredibly good and their deceit and their ability to lead into error.  If you’ve seen a good illusionist, you know that when someone gets good at deceit, it’s amazing how convincing they can be.  Beware of arguments that are too brilliant to reproduce.  They show you 28 different verses from 28 different contexts and draw lines between words and put together a chart…  And it’s all very convincing, but 2 minutes later you couldn’t tell me how that idea comes from the Bible.  
Beware of something that the Church hasn’t managed to discover in 2000 years.  Beware of new insights.  Beware of teachers with a single hobbyhorse (no matter what passage they are teaching, the main point is about that hobbyhorse).  The deceivers are very cunning and very clever, and they can suck you in and ruin your life.  As a church it’s essential that we be mature enough to be able to stand strong against those kinds of winds of doctrine. 

TT Heb.5

If you want a full-blown study on the issue of discernment, you can get the Discernment tape album.   think there are 4 sermons on what Scripture teaches about discernment, and then we did a whole class on logic.  For now let me just remind you of what a disaster immaturity is.  From the Heb.5 passage, which is one of the most important passages on the subject of spiritual maturity and discernment, we learn several things about spiritual immaturity: 

The immature are… 
1. slow to learn. (v.11)
The word slow refers to a sluggishness due to laziness.

The immature person reads truths in Scripture or hears them taught, but his heart just can’t make sense out of them.
He can’t assimilate them into his life, 
He can’t properly integrate them with the other things he knows to be true, 
He can’t remember them, 
He can’t be properly love them, etc.

The immature are 
2. Characterized by stunted growth and the inability to teach. (v.12)
12 In fact, though by this time you ought to be teachers, 
In Col.3:16 we learn that every Christian is to be a teacher.  But in an immature church, people come to one another for help, and no one knows how to apply Scripture to a specific problem, and so no one gets any help.  

The immature are 
3. Unable to digest the meat of God’s Word.  (v.12b)
you need someone to teach you the elementary truths of God's word all over again. You need milk, not
solid food!  The contrast isn’t between milk and meat, but between milk and solid food.  I think most babies can start eating a few Cheerios pretty early – long before they can walk or talk.  A baby that can only take milk is a really little baby.  The inability to handle any solid food is an illustration that refers to the most extreme immaturity.  It’s a pathetic picture – an adult infant.  The immature Church functions all the time on the shallowest level.  They never move beyond the most elementary basics.  They won’t into conversations about spiritual things, because when they do, they are never able to contribute anything other than just stating the obvious.  We don’t want to be one of those churches.  They have to always live at the surface.      
Churches like that are faced in life with the same tough, difficult questions we all face, but they are completely unequipped to deal with them.  But they can’t escape them – they are forced to make decisions just like we are.  So they just sort of shoot from the hip, and hope for the best.  They are like someone without any driving skills trying to drive in a crowded, difficult downtown area, and pretty soon they get overwhelmed, they don’t know what to do or where to go, so they just close their eyes and make random turns.  The leadership will start making decisions based on their feelings or popular sentiment.  We don’t want to be like that.  And the scary thing is that little phrase at the end of v.12 – all over again.  That term, along with the perfect tenses of some of these verbs, implies they went from a state of maturity back to this state of immaturity.
It’s not just arrested development.  That’s bad enough.  When you see someone who is 30 years old but has the mind of a 4 year old, it breaks your heart.  It’s even more heartbreaking spiritually – someone who has been saved for years, but who hasn’t progressed at all.  But it’s infinitely more tragic when someone was very advanced, and then regresses.  Imagine your spouse, slowly, month-by-month going from normal intelligence to being like an infant.  That can happen.  
No matter where we are as a church, we are always at risk of becoming immature.  There is always a risk of being like the church in Ephesus, that slid backwards.  And that is a frightening danger, because once you become immature, it’s next to impossible to recover – because you can’t understand anything.  It begins with lazy listening, and results in an inability to listen.  The normal posture of a mature Christian is one of intensive listening.  People who are on the normal track of spiritual growth are easy to spot, because they are all ears when it comes to spiritual truth.  In fact, that has even been observed historically.  Historians tell us that one byproduct of the Great Awakening was a sudden interest in learning shorthand.  They wanted to take notes.  This was observed in Scotland, England, the United States and each other country where the Awakening was felt.  (Kent Hughes p.147)  
Jesus continually warned people of the danger of listening the wrong way (Like Lk.8:18 – consider carefully how you listen)  Lazy listening is when you take it all in with great interest – right up until something is said that means a change in your life that you don’t want to make.  At that moment the lazy listener’s brain just say, “I didn’t hear that.”  An attentiveness to the Word of God that is lethargic and lazy is very dangerous, and in many cases has a worse result than not hearing it at all.  Whatever you do, don’t ever come to church and be passive.
Richard Baxter: “You have work to do as well as the preacher, and should all the time be as busy as he…you must (take it in), digest it, for another cannot digest it for you…therefore be all the while at work, and abhor an idle heart in hearing, as well as an idle minister.”  (Kent Hughes P.147)

The immature are 
4. Unskilled with the teaching about righteousness. (v.13)

Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant, is not acquainted with the teaching about righteousness. Unacquainted literally means inexperienced or unskilled.  The picture is of someone who can’t handle something because of a lack of experience.  Like a pilot who has never actually flown a plane.  If, on his first flight, he runs into some very difficult situation, he won’t be able to handle it, because some things are learned only through experience.  The ability to take truths of the Gospel and utilize them to understand deeper truths is a skill.  Spiritual maturity is not like riding a bike.  You can forget how.  You can go from being experienced to being inexperienced.  That’s the negative side – the portrait of immaturity.  Next time we’ll look at v.15 and see what maturity looks like, and then v.16 puts all the pieces together and shows us how we get there.
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Benediction: Heb 12
  
We do not want you to become lazy, but to imitate those who through faith and patience inherit what has been promised. Heb 13:7 Remember your leaders, who spoke the word of God to you. Consider the outcome of their way of life and imitate their faith. 8 Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.






Wild at Heart, John Eldredge 

Seeking Wildness of Heart
     The central idea of this book is that men have three desires that should be pursued: to fight a battle, to live an adventure, and to rescue a beauty (pp.9-14).  I agree with much of what Eldredge says about these three God-given desires.  They are part of what it means to be a man.  And if all the book were saying is that pursuing these desires can be a way to alleviate boredom, I wouldn’t have a problem with it.  
    The problem is the book elevates those needs to far too high a level.  He says they can’t be disregarded without losing one’s very soul (p.9).  The initiation into manhood (through the pursuit of these desires) seems to be elevated to the level of being the equivalent of salvation.  Jesus’ invitation in Rev.3:19-20 Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with him, and he with me, rather than a call to repentance becomes an offer by Jesus to “take me into my wound” – a key step in attaining fulfilled manhood.  
     The point of inviting Jesus into your wound is to recover from the emotional stress of some past suffering.  That recovery is actually equated with redemption, and is portrayed as much more important than the forgiveness of sins.  In fact, forgiveness of sins without this is portrayed as cruel (pp.128,129).
    The desire for adventure, competition or winning a woman’s heart are God-given desires that help a man have the energy to do many of the things men need to do – such as earn a living.  And there is nothing wrong with a father teaching his son to be aggressive in appropriate ways and appropriate times.  But does Scripture elevate that to the level of redemption?  Isn’t the greater emphasis in Scripture the exhortation to limit our aggressiveness?  We are called to gentleness and meekness.  Eldredge does make some mention of this, but by far the great emphasis in the book is in the opposite direction.  When his son is confronted with a bully, Eldredge urges him, “I want you to hit him…as hard as you possibly can” (p.78). He goes on to explain that this is compatible with turning the other cheek, because before turning the other cheek you must first establish the fact that you are able to retaliate, and that is done by hitting the guy as hard as you can (p.79).  
    The resulting attitude is anything but the meekness Scripture calls for, as is seen in the key advice that changed Eldredge’s life: “Let people feel the weight of who you are, and let them deal with it.”  A far cry from denying self and considering other more important than yourself (Mt.16:24, Php.2:3)

Open Theism
    Open Theism is the belief that God doesn’t know the future.  I have heard that Eldredge denies being an open theist, but there are statements that at the very least demonstrate a horrendously inadequate understanding of the sovereignty and foreknowledge of God.
    God is portrayed as someone who does not know which way things will go, and who is hoping for the best.  “God is a person who takes immense risks” (p.30).  Risks?  If God is sovereign and works out all things in conformity to the purpose of His will (Eph.1:11), what risk could He possibly face?  
    Eldredge demonstrates the shallowness of his understanding of God's sovereignty: “He can’t be moving all the pieces on the board, because people sin all the time.” (p.30)  The idea is that if someone sins, God can’t be in control of that action, therefore God is not in control over events that involve human or angelic decision making – an idea that flatly contradicts passages like Gn.50:20, Acts 4:28 (which show God in control even of the outcome of sinful decision making without Himself being guilty of the sin).  
    This tendency toward open theism reaches alarming proportions in the discussion of why God didn’t warn Adam about the possibility that Eve would be tempted.  Why didn’t God warn Adam?  “Because God believes in Adam.  This is what he’s designed to do – to come through in a pinch.” (p.50)  How else can that be interpreted other than God didn’t warn Adam because He (mistakenly) believed that Adam would “come through in a pinch”? 

Human wisdom
    Another major problem with this book is the reliance on human wisdom.  Numerous Bible verses are referred to, but they are used in much the same way as poems, song lyric quotes, movies, etc. – illustrations of a principle.  But the principles themselves are drawn from human reasoning, psychology, and (especially) movies.  In fact, when Eldredge discovered he had a problem with an explosive temper he determined that it came from fear and loneliness (?), and he was seeking a solution to that problem.  “My answer came through several movies.” (p.126)
    Unbiblical assumptions that come from the world of secular psychology are asserted without defense, and then pressed into the Bible.  How could a person discover from the Bible itself that Eve was “hiding in busyness or demanding that Adam come through for her”?  Or that God is seeking to thwart the false self by taking a man into his wound (ch.6)?  Or that the cause of anger is fear from some hidden, past pain (which, he hastens to add, is not your fault – p.129)?
    Part of the danger of this is a practice that some have referred to as “psychobabble.”  When I use that term, I don’t mean it to be a general slam on all psychological ideas.  What I mean by that term is the practice of using terminology that by itself doesn’t really have any meaning in order to disguise and idea that would otherwise enjoy little acceptance.  It’s hard to argue against the practice of inviting Jesus to enter your wound, because those words don’t have any explicit meaning.  What does it mean to enter your wound?  I may be wrong, but the impression I got from the book is that entering your wound means revisiting some past suffering in an effort to “heal” from it.  That is an idea that is much of the backbone of Freudian psychotherapy, but that contradicts the more biblical approach of forgetting what is behind and pressing on toward what lies ahead. 

    There are several other smaller problems with the book, such as:

·	Unnecessary vulgarity.  One wonders if the several references to sex organs is really necessary.  Especially objectionable is the retelling of the story of Ruth and Boaz.  As Eldredge tells it, Boaz wasn’t giving Ruth what she needed (a ring), and so she seduced him.  “(Boaz) had been working from dawn till dusk…they’ve just finished and now it’s party time.  Ruth takes a bubble bath and puts on a knockout dress; then she waits for the right moment.  That moment happens to be late in the evening after Boaz…is drunk, which is evident from what he does next: pass out…There is no possible reading of this passage that is ‘safe’ or ‘nice.’  This is seduction pure and simple – and God holds it up for all women to follow”  God wants all women to follow the pattern of seducing a boyfriend by crawling under the covers with him when he is drunk?

·	Lack of discernment.  Not only does Eldredge show little discernment, but he seems to be opposed to the idea of doctrinal discernment altogether when he sums up what was wrong with the Pharisees by saying they were “doctrine police” (p.24).  Jesus had a lot of complaints about the Pharisees, but policing doctrine was not one of them.  In fact, Jesus “polices” their doctrine.

·	Questionable views on the voice of God.  Eldredge has fallen into the very common error of believing that God speaks directly to us through subjective feelings.  And the words he attributes to the only wise God sound more like thoughts that came from the mind of man.  He tells the story of how one day he asked God if He was pleased with Eldredge, and he claims that God spoke to him and said, “You are Henry V after Agincourt…the man in the arena, whose face is covered with blood and sweat and dust, who strove valiantly…a great warrior…yes, even Maximus.  You are my friend.”  Does that sound to you like the voice of the Creator?  Could God find no better example of a powerful warrior than a character in a popular movie? 

The idea the God gives direct revelation through subjective feelings is a dangerous doctrine.  We end up being the author of God’s Word, and we mistake our feelings for divine revelation.  This is illustrated as Eldredge describes another statement that changed his life: “God…speaks in ways that are peculiar to our own quirky hearts – not just through the Bible… To Stasi he speaks through movies.  To Craig he speaks through rock and roll (he called me the other day after listening to “Running Through the Jungle” to say he was fired up to go study the Bible) This song is by the group Impetigo, who have some of the most obscene lyrics imaginable. …God’s word to me comes…through…books.  I’ll be browsing through a secondhand bookshop when out of a thousand volumes one will say, “Pick me up”

Most men who read this book (including me) are encouraged by many of the ideas (especially the part about your wife signing on to you getting a motorcycle!), but the errors of emphasis, errors of theology, elevation of human wisdom over Scripture, and the general misuse of Scripture make the book especially damaging and dangerous.  



